Preparing graduate students and postdoctoral scholars to excel as teachers, researchers, and mentors.
What is CU-CIRTL?
We are part of a network of 46 research universities. Our programs prepare graduate students and postdoctoral scholars for academic careers, with a focus on teaching and research mentoring skills.

Our Mission
CU-CIRTL seeks to create future faculty members who are capable of combining superb research with evidence-based teaching practices that meet diverse learning needs.

What We Offer
- Courses, workshops, seminars, and conferences for future faculty
- Assistance with the academic job search and teaching preparation
- Mentoring and instruction in student engagement and effective teaching practices
- Networking opportunities with students and faculty nationwide
- Guidance in designing Teaching as Research projects
- Training programs, certificates, and travel grants

And more!
Learn what else CU-CIRTL offers:
325 Caldwell Hall
607-255-2030
cu-cirtl@cornell.edu

www.gradschool.cornell.edu/cu-cirtl